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FROM “YELLOW PERIL” TO BLACK LIVES MATTER
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For Dad, Viv, and Colin
and to family,
in all senses of the word
“[This book] makes the crucial move of tying medievalism studies readings to social and racial justice work explicitly. It is innovative and greatly needed in the field.”

Seeta Chaganti, author of Strange Footing: Poetic Form and Dance in the Late Middle Ages

“[An] extraordinary book – written in beautiful prose, with passionate conviction – a major accomplishment that belongs on the shelves of every person who believes in antiracism.”

Geraldine Heng, author of The Invention of Race in the European Middle Ages

"Jonathan Hsy [shows how] people of color have long shaped the meaning of the Middle Ages for modern audiences ... After reading Hsy's book I felt a little ray of hope for a better, more just future.”

Carolyn Dinshaw, author of How Soon is Now? Medieval Texts, Amateur Readers, and the Queerness of Time

"Fascinating examples of the activism and cross-racial solidarity [of] people of color ... from the nineteenth century [to] renderings of Old English poetry by contemporary poets of color ... a powerful alternative history of medievalism.”

Timothy Yu, author of 100 Chinese Silences